Abstract
Social and economic experiences were thus reshaped by the reconfiguration of the spacetime coordinates introduced by the telegraph. Carey argues this system for message transmission makes geography irrelevant for communication, as it allows symbols to move independently of and faster than physical entities (Carey 2009:165) . This early reconfiguration made it possible for communication to exceed domestic space towards national coverage at first, followed by international and global contexts thereafter. Allowing nearly instantaneous communication between people from one side of the planet and people on the other side of the planet, the telegraph left its imprint in language and literary style, which immediately reorganized with an emphasis on conciseness and clarity. Due to the operational expanses related to each transmitted character, the prose became snappy and tighter, aiming toward a lean but terse simplicity. The telegraphic style condensed writing by omitting articles and pronouns -seen as adornments -and also separated the connection between the reader and the author. Humor, colloquialism and idiosyncrasies were left behind for the benefit of objectivity and balance, so that the text could be understood by people from very different backgrounds and perspectives.
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The essays of James Carey presented in this book cast some light upon the decisive edges of the concept of communication. This aporia is depicted, on the one hand, by the relationship between the telegraph and the railroad, which illustrates the basic notion of systems theory about integrated switched systems and, on the other hand, by the relationship between readers and news reading, which illustrates a framework of integrated and shared beliefs. This theoretical polarization is 
